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.4 number of calculations of bending-tortion wing jlutter are
made at two Mach numberq M=O (incompressible caw) and
.M=O.7, and the result8 are compared. 71e air force8 em-
ployed for the ca8e of M=O.7 are ba8ed on Fmzer’s reca&u[a-
tion of Powio’8 reed%, which are derired on the aaumption of
8mall d&urbance8 to the main jlow. For ordina~ W@78 of
normal density and of low bending frequency in cornpan”80n
w“th torsion frequency, the compre8R”bihly correction to the
flutter &peed appears tobe of the ordw of a few percent; whereas,
the correction to the$utter 8peed for high-density wing sectwms,
euch a8 propeller sectiom, and to the wn”ng-dizxrgenze 8peed in
general may be ba8ed on a ru[e using the (1 –.W)114factor and,
for M= 0.7, repre8eni% a decrem8e of the order of 17 percent.
INTRODUCTION
The question of the influence of the compressible properties
of a gas on wing flutter is, of course, directly tied to the
primary problem of determining the air forces and moments
on oscillating airfoils moving at high forward speeds. This
problem has been attacked by Possio (reference 1), along
lines indicated by Prandtl, by a procedure utilizing the
pressure or acceleration potential and the method of lineariz~
tion of the equation satisfied by the acceleration potential
for small disturbances to the main flow. A review and
summary of Possio’s work with certain simplifications have
been given by Frazer (reference 2). Fraser and Skan
(reference 3) listed improved numerical tables of Possio’s
resul~ and made some numerical applications to the flutter
problem.
It appeared worth wliile to perform additional calculations
along similar lines utilizing the notations and pmametem
more familiar in this country. The prwent report hm for
its limited objective the reporting of the resuIts of a number
of pertinent calculations on bending-tcmion flutter for R
stream Mach number M=O.7 and the comparison of these
results with those given in reference 4 for the incompressible
case based on the Theodorsen theory (reference 5).
The numerical accuracy of the results of Possio’s theory
and method deteriorates as M approaches unity and as the
frequency increases. It has been estimated that the theory
is not safely applicable much beyond -ill= 0.7, nor at M= o.’i’
for values of the reduced frequency k much beyond 1. Thus,
the t,ransonic or supersonic ranges of speeds are not con-
sidered in the present paper. The purely supersonic cwe
for small disturbances is also tractable, and ffut ter calcula-
tions for this case me being prepared.
PROCEDURE
In the idealized case of a wing with two degrees of freedom,
wing bending and wing torsion, and based on twodimen-
sional air forces, the determinant al equation yielding the





The two real equations contained in the complex determi-
nant may .yield in any given problem the two unknowns,
flutter speed and flutter frequency.
Expressions for the R’s and I’s in the incompressible
case are listed following the definitions of the various symbols
in the appendix, and the evaluation of the terms is facili-
tated by the use of table I. In the compressible case the
R’s and 1’s are expressed in terms of the notation of Frazer
and Skan (reference 3), and table II contains values for
M=O.7.
Instead of a direct solution of the flutter speed and flutter
frequency for a case in which the wing structural parameters
are given, it is more convenient to solve for the parameter
~h/@a (the ratio of frequency in bending to frequency in
torsion) which belonga to the border-line case of flutter for a
definite chosen value of the parameter I/k. The elimination ..__
of X from the two equations contained in the determinant
yields a quadratic equation in (tih/%)2 from which w/@= may
be found and, subsequently, X may be evaluated; and X,
together with the given value of I/k, determines the flutter
speed and frequency. It is convenient fit to perform the
calculations for the compressible case with M=O.7 and
flnaI1y, in order to furnish t-he desired numerical comparisons,
to perform the calcuIationsfor theincompreasible case (M=O) -
utilizing the given structural parameters and the derived
values of the frequency ratio OXJU=.
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RESULTS AND. DISCUSSION
The main numerical results are summarized in table III
and are shown plotted in figures 1 to 4. (No tabular values
are included for fig. 4.) The ordinate @ the figures is the
flutter-speed coeftkient v/bu= where bu= reprcsenti a con-
venient reference speed. Ths abscissa is the fi-equency ratio
UJU=.
The parameter K may be considered to determine the
wing density at a given altitude; thus, K= 0.026 represents
the highest wing density used and ,K=O.2, the smallest.
, Alternatively, the change in K m~y be interpreted to repre-
semt a change in altitude for a given wing, and a change from
K=O.1O to IC=O.05 may be considered to represent an altitude
change from sea level to an altitude at which p equals one-
half the density at sea level, or appro&nately 18,000 fe&.
The normal drop in sonic speed with altitude should be
taken into aocount in interpreting Ikf=z (see referenm 3,
fig, 2). The examples treated may be further classified by
values of the parameter a representing positions of the tor-
sional elastic axis; thus, a= —O.4, a= —O.2, and a=O repre-
sent, respectively, elastic axes at 30 percent, 40 percent, and
50 percent chord from the leading edge. Also x.=0.2 repre-
sents a position of the center of gravity 10 percent of the
chord behind the elastic axis,
The figures show flutter curves calculated for the two
values (M= O and M= 0.7) representing respectively a low-
speed or incompressible c~”e and a ~h-speed or compress-
ible case. For the usual circumstance of low va@es of the
frequency ratio uh/u=, the effect of compressibility on the
flutter speed is seen to be relatively small; for the lower wing
densities the effect is a small increase, Whereas for the highest
wing density used the effect is a small detrimental one.
For the divergence speed (frequency HO) the formulas
of the static case are applicable and the slope of the lift
curve increases according to the Glauert-Prandtl rule, which
yields the approximate formula .
For very heavy wings (-O) the values of lJ$ for
flutter approach m ; that is, the low frequency or the static
case is approached and the (I—W)’” rule given in refcrenco
4 appears applicable. The empirical formula for the flutter
speed of reference 4 (p. ] 7), which is valid for high wing density
and low values of wJu., may be modified to read
Siice the slope of the lift curve does not increase in accord-
ance with the Glauer&Prandtl formula beyond a certain
value of M< 1, the formula is clearly inapplicable beyond a
certain value of ill. This value may be taken roughly to bc
in the order of iU=O.7 to 0.75, For iM=O.7, the formula
indicates a decrease in the flutter speed of approximately
17 percent.
The etlscts of interna~ damping and of the modes of vibra-
tion have been omitted in the calculations. Inclusion of
these eifects would @md to reduce further the differences
between the numerical results for the compressible and
incompressible cases. This statement is borne out by the
results of reference 3 for a tapered wing.
Calculations for a wing with an aileron cannot be made
by the method of reference 1 without very extensive and
cliflicult computations: It- may also be rernwked that the
numerical tables of references 1 and 3 shoiv the need of
additional extensions and recalculations.
CONCLUDING REMARK
The main conclusion to be derived from study of the
numerical flutter calculations i9 that the effect of comprcssi-
bi.lity on the flutter speed (wing bending—wing torsion, no
aileron) for subsonic speeds with no shocks, although corn-
plicated, is relatively small in the usual cases and for a
Mach number of 0.7 can be allowed for by cmrections of
small order to the incompressible-case results.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., December 18,7345.
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half-chord used M reference unit length
coordinate of axis of rotation (torsional a.ti) .
measured from midchord (reference 4)
air density
ratio of mass of cylinder of air of diametel equaI to
chord of wing to mass of wing, both taken for
equal Iength along span (This ratio may be
()expressed as K=O.24 ~ (~) where W is
-weight in pounds per foot span, b is in feet, and
pjpo is ratio of actual air density to standard
density at sea level.)
location of center of gravity of airfoil measured
from a (reference 4)
radius of gyration of airfoiI referred to a (refer-
ence 4)
natu.nd angular frequency of torsional vibrations
around a in vacuum
natural angdar frequency of wiug in bending in
vacuum
speed of forward motion
speed of sound in undisturbed medium
Lfach number (o/c)
flutter or critical speed




F and Q functions of k (see referencw 4 and 5)
h=2k
In each of the following formulas the incompres-sible-
case forrmda is listed first in the notation of references 4
and 5 foIlowed by the conversion of the formuln to make
use of the notation and numerical tables of reference 3. . .
(See tables I and II.)
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The functions tabulated for convenience in tables I
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